Sample selection bias is a common problem in many real world applications, where training data are obtained under realistic constraints that make them follow a different distribution from the future testing data. For example, in the application of hospital clinical studies, it is common practice to build models from the eligible volunteers as the training data, and then apply the model to the entire populations. Because these volunteers are usually not selected at random, the training set may not be drawn from the same distribution as the test set. Thus, such a dataset suffers from "sample selection bias" or "covariate shift". In the past few years, much work has been proposed to reduce sample selection bias, mainly by statically matching the distribution between training set and test set. But in this paper, we do not explore the different distributions directly. Instead, we propose to discover the natural structure of the target distribution, by which different types of sample selection biases can be evidently observed and then be reduced by generating a new sample set from the structure. In particular, unlabeled data are involved in the new sample set to enhance the ability to minimize sample selection bias. One main advantage of the proposed approach is that it can correct all types of sample selection biases, while most of the previously proposed approaches are designed for some specific types of biases. In experimental studies, we simulate all 3 types of sample selection biases on 17 different classification problems, thus 17×3 biased datasets are used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The baseline models include decision tree, naive Bayes, nearest neighbor, and logistic regression. Across all combinations, the increase in accuracy over noncorrected sample set is 30% on average using each baseline model.
Introduction
Many machine learning algorithms assume that the training data follow the same distribution as the test data on which the model will later be used to make predictions. However, in real world application, training data are often obtained under realistic conditions, which may easily cause a different training and test distribution. Formally, the training dataset follows a distribution of Q(x, y), whereas the test set is dominated by a distribution P (x, y) = Q(x, y). For example, in the application of credit risk assessment, it is often the case that different banks build their assessment models based on their own customers, and then the models are applied to the new clients. But because the new customers may not follow the same distribution as their previous ones, imprecise assessment can happen from time to time. This could be one of the reasons of New Century's "sub prime mortgage crisis and credit crunching". To be specific, such a dataset is said to suffer from "covariate shift" or "sample selection bias", owing to the different distribution between training set and test set. In the past few years, aiming to correct sample selection bias, an increasing number of methods have been proposed, as shown in the number of papers published on this topic (Nobel Prize winning work [7] and more recent works [1] ∼ [6] and [11] ∼ [14] ). In essence, much of these previous work reduce sample selection bias by exploring the proportion of group" has been neglected due to sample bias. A "universal" learning model should be built on the samples obtained from all of the groups. Nonetheless, in order to reflect the true distribution of the whole dataset, the samples should be drawn under the same proportion in each group, without bias or emphasis/neglect on anyone. It is intuitively true that this new sample set should be unbiased. We provide an illustration in Figure 1 as well as a formal proof in Lemma 3.1.
We propose an approach on the basis of this intuition. In our method, clustering is chosen to discover the structural data groups of P (x, y), by which sample selection bias can be revealed if the distribution of samples in different groups is imbalanced. Furthermore, with the explored structure, a new sample set with a uniform distribution can be generated by evenly selecting samples from each cluster under the same proportion. It is important to note that some cluster may have so few or no labeled data at all that some unlabeled data in the cluster have to be drawn into the new sample set, so as to balance the distribution. In our algorithm, these unlabeled data will be assigned the most likely labels according to a criterion formally proven in Lemma 3.2.
In summary, we propose a method that can effectively reduce sample selection bias and significantly increase the accuracy of classifier. It has the following key properties:
• Type independent: Our approach is aimed to correct sample selection bias based on the structure of a dataset. It is independent of any exact type of sample selection bias, which is different from most of the previous works (See Section 3.2 and Section 6 for more details).
• Straightforward: Since automatic clustering that estimates the optimal number of clusters is utilized to discover the structure of a dataset P (x, y), our approach is easy and effective to put into practice and can evidently reduce sample selection bias.
Empirical studies can be found in Section 5, in which we simulate all 3 types of sample selection biases on 17 different classification problems. Then, up to 51 biased datasets are used to test the proposed algorithm. In addition, the new sample set, generated by the proposed method, will be evaluated on different classifiers, and the increase in accuracy is around 30% on average.
Sample Selection Bias
Assume that the event s = 1 denotes that a labeled instance (x, y) is selected from the domain D of instances into the training set L, and that s = 0 denotes that (x, y) is not chosen. When constructing a classification model, we only have access to instances where s = 1. In [14] and later [5] , four different types of sample selection biases are clearly discussed according to the dependency of s on x and y: Instance(without label)
Labeled dataset with class label "+" L − Labeled dataset with class label "−" α the proportion of labeled data.
The number of clusters Ci
The ith cluster c i
The center of the ith cluster c i =
Note: to simplify the description, only binary class classification problem is discussed based on Table 1 . But the proposed method can also work well on multi-class problems, which can be found in the experiments in Section 4.
1. No sample selection bias or s is independent from both x and y, which is P (s|x, y) = P (s). In other words, the selection variable s is a random variable completely independent from both the feature vector x and the true class label y.
2. Feature bias or s is independent of y given x, which is P (s|x, y) = P (s|x). In [5] , this kind of sample selection bias is said to be "naturally exists" since it widely happens in real world application.
3. Class bias or s is only independent of x given y, which is P (s|x, y) = P (s|y). It means that the selected sample is biased on the label y.
4. Complete bias, there is no assumption about any independence of s give x and y, which is also said to be "arbitrary bias" or "missing not at random" (MNAR).
Structural Discovery and Re-balancing
In this section, we will first give an overview of the proposed method, including the basic intuition, as well as the framework of the algorithm. Further technical details about the algorithm will be discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Table 1 indicates some symbols that will be used in the rest of the paper. In order to make the following description more convenient to be understood, only bi-class classification problem will be discussed in this section. But the algorithm can also work well on multi-class problems in a similar way, as described in Section 4. Note: There are two classes in the dataset, "△" and " "; The selected samples of "△" are depicted as " ", while those selected of " " are depicted as " ". Figure (a) , a linear classifier is trained on the sample set and half of the △ are assigned to the wrong class; Then a clustering algorithm is performed on the dataset, the result of which is depicted in Figure ( b), in which sample bias can be clearly observed by the sample imbalance in different clusters. In Figure ( c), we uniformly obtain samples from each cluster, and mark each of the unlabeled sample with its nearest labeled neighbor. The classification result of the new training set is depicted in Figure( 
Basic Intuition
Sample selection bias can happen from time to time in real world practice. In order to reduce sample bias, we use clustering to discover the structure of a dataset P (x, y). In our proposed method, we assume and also show formally in Lemma 3.1 that the distribution of samples in a biased dataset is likely to be different from one cluster to another. In other words, the collected samples may be distributed more in some of the clusters than others. This is obviously sample distribution imbalance. Ideally, to make the distribution of samples more uniform or balanced, we should evenly obtain samples from each cluster. Thus, the bias ought to be reduced in the newly selected sample set since it is uniformly sampled.
We illustrate the idea in Figure 1 . All of the subfigures in Figure 1 represent a dataset which contains only two classes indicated as '△' and ' ' respectively. With a biased sample set, a linear classifier is trained to classify the two classes, as shown in Figure 1(a) . We can observe that almost half of the '△' data are assigned to the wrong class. To explore the structure of the dataset by similarity, a clustering algorithm is performed, and the result is plotted in Figure 1 (b), with a dotted circle to indicate one cluster.
In Figure 1(b) , an obvious imbalance of the distribution of samples can be observed in different clusters: some contain nearly half of training data, whereas some purely consist of test data. Hence, sample selection bias is clearly revealed in Figure 1 (b), and it is obviously the culprit of the imprecise classification result shown in Figure 1(a) . Furthermore, in this paper, in order to explore structures of different distributions, the number of clusters in Figure 1(b) is automatically determined by the proposed algorithm under some preference criteria (see Section 3.2 for more details).
Aiming at correcting the sample imbalance in Figure 1(b) , we re-select samples from each cluster under the same proportion, e.g., 30%, as shown in Figure 1(c) . It is important to notice that some clusters may consist of so few labeled data that some unlabeled ones may have to be selected into the new sample set to balance the distribution. For each of these unlabeled instances, we will mark it with "the most likely label" on the basis of its nearest neighbors. Importantly, its nearest neighbors may either be in the same cluster or different clusters. Hence, even if the samples are obtained from the clusters that do not have any labeled instance, our approach can still work well by assigning them with the most likely labels from adjacent clusters. But on the other hand, to avoid using the mislabeled samples, a carefully designed selection strategy is proposed to select those examples that "most probably have correctly assigned labels". This criterion is formally discussed and proven in Lemma 3.2. Therefore, after these procedures, the new sample set can reflect the true distribution P (x, y), since the new samples are uniformly distributed in the dataset shown as Figure 1 (c). As constructed from this re-balanced sample set, the linear classifier can obviously construct a more accurate model as shown in Figure 1(d) . As a summary, the following are the main steps of the proposed method.
• If the samples were unbiased, examples ought to be uniformly distributed in any local space of the dataset, without bias on anyone. We provide a formal proof in Lemma 3.1.
• Automatic clustering is utilized to find out the natural structure of the dataset by similarity.
• Based on the principle of uniformity, samples are evenly obtained from each cluster.
• In order to sample uniformly, some unlabeled data may be involved in the new sample set. Each unlabeled example will be given the same class label as that of its labeled nearest neighbor.
• In order to avoid using mislabeled examples, a strategy is designed to select the data which have highest probability to have the same class label as its labeled nearest neighbor's, proven in Lemma 3.2.
As described above, clustering is utilized to explore the natural structure of a dataset by similarity. But clustering is not the only way that can explore the structure of a dataset. For example, a tree can also be used to discover the hierarchical structure. But in this paper, the advantage of clustering is that it is more convenient to select the representative samples in the re-balancing step, to be discussed in Section 3.3. In addition, since the number of clusters are automatically determined by the algorithm, we also report an experimental study to explore the performance when the number of clusters are different from the choice made by the algorithm, in order to demonstrate the optimality of the criterion incorporated into the algorithm. Details can be found in Table 6 . It is also important to note that our proposed method can generate uniform training set regardless of the sample size. This is where the proposed method is superior to the simple process that randomly select samples from the whole dataset, in that if the sample size is very limited, the selected chance should give more to the vital data according to the structure, whereas random selection means every data has the same opportunity every time.
Structure Discovery
In our approach, clustering is chosen to discover the structure of P (x, y). Through clustering, a dataset X is partitioned into K clusters
. . , K and i = j). We guarantee in our specific clustering algorithms that examples inside each cluster are very similar in their distribution. Thus, intuitively, if examples are evenly sampled from each of these clusters, the data sample should not have any sample selection bias. LEMMA 3.1. Given a dataset X and its clusters C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C K , if for any i = 1, 2, . . . , K, we have P (s|C i , y) = P (s) = α, then P (s) = P (s|X, y). This implies that the dataset is unbiased.
Proof. In Lemma 3.1, Because P (s|C i , y) = P (s) According to the definition of conditional probability,
On the other hand,
Hence, according to the definition of total probability,
Consequently, P (s) = Lemma 3.1 indicates that if we can obtain samples from each cluster under the same proportion P (s) = α, the whole sample set ought to be unbiased according to definition. In a biased dataset, the proportions of labeled data are different from cluster to cluster. Intuitively, different clusters respond differently to some biased sampling process. In practice, Lemma 3.1 provides an approach to generate unbiased sample set, i.e., sampling equal proportion from each cluster. This straightforward process does not directly work on either the biased distribution Q(x, y) or the unbiased P (x, y). In other words, our method is independent of the exact type of sample selection bias, defined between Q(x, y) and P (x, y). This is exactly where the proposed method differs from the previous approaches, most of which are trying to correct bias by learning
Q(x,y) . In this paper, in order to use structure discovery to reduce bias, two traditional clustering algorithms are modified into the proposed framework and their main difference is how similarity is defined. But it is important to point out that there are other clustering algorithms that could also be utilized in our approach. But for the limited space, we don't extend them in this paper.
Modified Bisecting K-Means
Bisecting K-means is a simple and effective clustering algorithm which have both the characteristic of hierarchical and partitioned. It will first split the whole dataset into two clusters, select one of these clusters to split, and so on, until K clusters have been produced [8] . But to make it effective to explore the structure of a dataset, some modification is necessary. Ideally the number of clusters, K, should not be a user specified parameter. It is impractical for the users set K precisely to explore the structure. For this purpose, two equations are introduced to control K automatically: DEFINITION 3.1. Given a dataset C and its two subset
where Sgn(x) returns 1 if x is positive and SSE is sum of squared error.
If P ar(C, C 1 , C 2 ) = 1, it means that we should go on dividing C into C 1 and C 2 , since it can induce a smaller SSE which Bisecting K-means is seeking for. On the other hand, we bring another equation that can control K by labeled dataset L, as shown in Eq. (3.2). DEFINITION 3.2. Given a set C i and labeled set L, Then
Split C i into two clusters C i1 and C i2 5 if P urity(C i ) < 0.9 or P ar(C i , C i1 , C i2 ) = 1 6 then Replace C i with C i1 and C i2 P urity(C i ) reflects the accuracy of labeled data in set C i . For example, if C i contains 8 positive labeled data and 2 negative labeled data, then P urity(C i ) = max(0.8, 0.2) = 0.8, which is also the accuracy of positive labeled data in C i . In particular, if C i does not have any labeled data, P urity(C i ) = σ σ = 1. Hence, if set C i has a low P urity(C i ), it should be split further because some instances with different class labels have been in C i . Empirically, we believe P urity(C i ) > 0.9 is strong enough to indicate that C i is compact enough. But different values of P urity(C i ) may lead to different number of clusters (K). In this paper, we also report an extra experiment to explore the performance of the proposed approach with different value of K in Table 6 of Section 5.
With these two equations, we modify Bisecting Kmeans as Algorithm 1. It starts with the whole dataset U ∪ L and then uses K-Means to divide the subset C i into two clusters in step 5. If C i triggers one of the two conditions described in step 6 (concerned with Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2), it will be replaced with its two sub-clusters.
Modified DBSCAN Other than Bisecting K-means, another traditional clustering algorithm, DBSCAN, is also introduced to discover the structure of a dataset. DBSCAN is a traditional density-based clustering algorithm. Furthermore, its density is also calculated by similarity, which we can use to reveal the structure of a dataset. However, traditionally, DBSCAN causes issues on how to determine two of its user-specified parameters Eps and MinPts, a distance parameter and threshold parameter respectively. But in the proposed algorithm, these two parameters will be calculated by labeled dataset L. For Eps, we derive an equation that
In other words, µ indicates the shortest distance between different classes;μ presents the shortest distance in the same class, while ω indicates the average distance also in the same class. All of the three parameters can be calculated by the sample set L.
Moreover 4) , the rest of the algorithm is the same as the original DBSCAN, except that we only connect the closest neighbor to generate smaller clusters because it will be more convenient to select representative samples, which is discussed in the following section.
Re-balancing from the Structure
In order to generate a uniform and balanced sample set from the structure, the samples drawn from each cluster should be under the same proportion according to Lemma 3.1. To balance the distribution, some unlabeled data may be involved in the new sample set. In our approach, we design an easy way to assign label to each of the unlabeled ones with that of its labeled nearest neighbor's. But it is really risky to use the labeled nearest neighbor to predict the unlabeled one due to the cost and the unpredictable false which may be caused by the prediction. Suppose that a pivotal sample is given the wrong class label, dozens of unlabeled ones that are akin to it may be categorized into the wrong class too. Therefore, in the proposed method, we prefer to select those instances which have higher probability to have the same label as its labeled nearest neighbor's, and then the more representative ones among them will be obtained into the new sample set, which has been illustrated as Figure 2 .
This principle is also mentioned in Section 5, where a related experiment will be reported in Table 7 . According to this strategy, Eq. (3.5) reflects the probability of an unlabeled instance x i to have the same label as its labeled nearest neighbor's. Label and sample selection strategy " " and " " are two labeled samples. A cluster is depicted as a dotted circle. Unlabeled examples A, B, C are labeled as " " by their labeled nearest neighbor " ", while D is labeled as "△" by its nearest neighbor " ". Sample B will be selected by the algorithm because 1) it is more likely to have been assigned the correct label than both C and D, and 2) more representative than A (closer to the center of the cluster).
LEMMA 3.2. Given an instance x i and its nearest labeled neighbor l n , the probability of x i has the same class label as that of l n satisfies that
Proof. Lemma 3.2 Assume that for a very small real number d, if a, b ∈ X and a, b ≤ d, then P (I|a, b) = β → 1.
We can generate a sequence {m 0 , m 1 , · · · , m k }, where m 0 = x i and m k = l n and for any integer 0 ≤ t < k, m t , m t+1 = d. Then we can get k min = x i ,ln d . Moreover, because P (I|m t , m t+1 ) = β → 1, we can use m t to predict m t−1 , then the probability of m 0 has the same label as m k can be described as:
On the other hand, 0 < β < 1,
Lemma 3.2 indicates that the probability of an instance x i to have the same class label as its labeled nearest neighbor's can be reflected by LN (x i ). Hence, we should select those x i which have higher value of LN (x i ). It is important to note that any labeled instances x i have a large value of LN (x i ) = Input: The ith cluster C i ; Labeled dataset L;
Expected proportion of samples α. Output:
Return S i 5 else 6 Sort all the x t ∈ C i by LN (x t ) (Eq. 3.5), in 7 descending order.
Sort all the x r ∈ P i by RP (x r ) (Eq. 3.7), in 9 descending order. S i ← The first n sorted instances {x 1 , · · · , x n }
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Label the unlabeled instances x u ∈ S i with its RP (x r ) = 1 x r , c i Eq. (3.7) indicates that in a cluster, the most representative instance should be the one close to the center of the cluster. This strategy is also often utilized in prototype selection [10] . With Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.7), the re-balancing strategy can be described as Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, we will not draw samples from the one-instance cluster to avoid noisy data in the new sample set (in step 4 and step 5). For a multi-instance cluster, an instance set P i is first generated by the more predictable instances (higher value of LN (x r )) in Step 6. And then the more representative ones among them are selected into the new sample set. In Algorithm 2, the labeled data seem to have more chance to be selected into the corrected sample set because they have a high value of LN (x r ). But actually, most of them will not be chosen by the strategy, because the number of samples drawn from each cluster is limited by α while some clusters contain too much labeled data, which is also discussed in Figure 1 of Section 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 of Section 3.2. In addition, an experimental study is reported on this behavior in Table 7 of Section 5, in order to study how sample selection bias is reduced by avoiding redundant labeled instances into the corrected sample set.
Experiments
We have chosen a mixture of problems from UCI, varying in number of classes, number of examples, types and number of features, summarized in Table 2 . In order to isolate the effect of sampling size, the training set size of the same problem under different bias is chosen to be the same. In order to test the "goodness" of corrected samples across different learning algorithms, we have chosen four different inductive learners: C4.5, naive Bayes, NNge or nearest neighbor, and logistic regression. For short, we call the proposed algorithm BRSD or Bias Reduction via Structure Discovery, and the implementations using modified Bisecting K-means and modified DBSCAN as BRSD-BK and BRSD-DB.
Feature Bias Reduction
We directly follow the definition of "feature bias" P (s = 1|x, y) = P (s = 1|x), to generate feature bias from every dataset. To do so, we first randomly select 50% of the features, and then we sort the dataset according to each of the selected features (dictionary sort for categorical and numerical sort for continuous). Finally, we attain top instances from every sorted list, with the total sample size of "#Sample" as described in Table 2 .
The experiment results can be found in Table 3 . The numbers under the column "Bias" are the accuracies of classifiers on the original biased dataset, and the numbers under "BK" and "DB" are the results of the classifiers that use corrected samples generated by either modified Bisecting K-means or modified DBSCAN. Additionally, the improvement in accuracy using C4.5 as based learner is plotted in Figure 3 .
Both BRSD-BK and BRSD-DB have performed higher accuracies (10% to 50% higher in most cases) for each inductive learners (C4.5, naive Bayes, etc) than the corresponding classifiers constructed on the biased datasets, implying our proposed method can evidently overcome feature bias. For example, the accuracies of multi-class dataset "Letter", which categorizes handwriting patterns from different people into 26 classes (letters), has been improved from 53% to 80% when it is performed on C4.5 after the use of BRSD-DB. For the two clustering algorithm in the proposed method, the accuracies of corrected samples generated by BRSD-DB appears higher than BRSD-BK.
Class Bias Reduction
For class bias, or P (s = 1|x, y) = P (s = 1|y), which indicates the situation that the training data have different prior class probability distribution from the true probability distribution, we simulate it by the following steps: (1) randomly generate prior class probability for the dataset, with one dominating class under the prior probability between 60% and 80%; (2) attain samples from every classes under the probability generated in (1), with a total sample size of "#Sample" described in Table 2. The results can be found in Table 4 , and the accuracy improvement of naive Bayes is plotted in Figure 4 .
Comparing Table 4 with Table 3 , the effect of class bias on model's accuracy is more significant than that of feature bias. For the "Letter" dataset, C4.5's accuracy drops from Note: Three kinds of biased training set as well as the new sample set will have the same sample size (#Sample) described in Table 2 . 53.34% on feature bias down to 7.44% on class bias. This is obviously due to the effect of class bias that significantly modifies the right number of examples with different class labels. Importantly however, after the use of the proposed algorithms, the classifiers can obviously obtain higher accuracies, especially for the multi-class problems, such as "Letter", "Mfeat" and "Optdigits", with an improvement ranging from 30% to 60%.
Complete Bias Reduction
Complete bias chooses examples according to both the feature vectors and class labels.
Since it is difficult to justify the utility of any single mapping function to generate complete bias across different datasets, we use the bootstrap sampling method as previously adopted in [4] to simulate complete bias. Thus, some labeled instances (x, y) are more frequent than others and vice versa in the biased sample, which carries a different distribution from the unbiased distribution.
The experiment results are summarized in Table 5 . Moreover, the accuracy comparison between the original biased dataset and the corrected sample set is plotted in Figure 5 on nearest neighbor and logistic regression, where xaxis is the accuracy on biased sample and y-axis is the accuracy on corrected sample. Similar to earlier results on other types of bias, the accuracies of classifiers have been axis is the accuracy of the according classifier on the complete biased training set; the y-axis is the accuracy of the according classifier on the corrected sample set generated by BRSD. In particular, BRSD-BK is plotted as " ", while BRSD-DB is plotted as " ". All the dots above "y = x" indicates the corrected sample set can get a higher accuracy.
increased by 10% to 60% on the corrected sample set generated by BRSD-BK and BRSD-DB. The scatter plots visually show the number of wins/losses across all comparisons. For nearest neighbor, across 34 pairwise comparisons, 31 out of 34, the corrected sample improves accuracy, and for logistic regression, the improvement happens in 33 out of 34 times.
Discussions
We mainly discuss on the following questions:
• How sensitive is the number of clusters K? Is the chosen number by the algorithm reasonably optimal?
• What is the composition of the corrected sample set? How does the proposed method reduce sample selection bias by avoiding too much labeled and biased instances into the corrected sample set?
• How does the proposed method perform with the increasing size of the corrected sample set? Table 6 reports the performance of BRSD-BK with different number of clusters. The experiment is performed on "Segment" with class bias, which has 2310 instances and 90 samples. "#L" indicates the number of original labeled data that have been included in the new sample set. The number of clusters explored by Algorithm 1 is highlighted in bold (*).
In the proposed approach, clustering is utilized to explore the structure of a dataset by similarity. Moreover, the number of clusters is determined by the algorithm under some preference criteria. We setup an additional experiment using BRSD-BK, by modifying Algorithm 1 to control the number of clusters. For example, we can change step 6 to P urity(C i ) < 0.5 to obtain fewer clusters. This can be achieved since more labeled data with different labels are now allowed to be in one cluster. The performance as a function of increasing number of clusters is reported in Table 6 . Table 6 reports the experiment results on "Segment" dataset under class bias with the increasing number of clusters (K). But the sample set (#Sample) remains the size of 90 in order to isolate the effect of sampling size. In Table 6 , besides the accuracies of C4.5, the number of original labeled data in the corrected sample set is also reported under "#L". Through this table, We can observe that with the increasing value of "K", the number of original labeled data in the new sample set (#L) decreases in the beginning, and then reaches a relatively stable value around 34. But the result of C4.5 is more and more accurate before K reaches 1700. We own these increase in accuracy to the advantage of small clusters, which can explore more subtle structures in a dataset. In other words, by generating small clusters, only the "most similar" instances will be grouped in one cluster. This is useful in the re-balancing step (Algorithm 2), because the samples selected from these compact groups may be more representative. But by observing the last row, when we generate 1700 clusters, it is no longer the case that we can improve the accuracy. Instead, the number of original labeled data increases to 37 and the accuracy drops to 0.56. This is because that when we only have "tiny" clusters, the effect of Eq. (3.5) dominates that of Eq. (3.7). This means that the labeled and biased instances have more chance to be included into the new sample set (Algorithm 2). On the other hand, as discussed in Section 3.3, the labeled data seem to have more chance to be selected into the new sample set by Algorithm 2, because they have higher values of LN (x r ). But through Table 7 , which summarizes the performance on the "Segment" dataset as sample size increases, we can observe that only 20%∼60% of the labeled data (#L) are included into the new sample set even if sample size (#Sample) is large (nearly 5 times of the original size). On the contrary, 50%∼85% of the corrected samples are unlabeled. This is because the number of samples drawn from each cluster is limited by α, while some clusters contain so many labeled and biased instances that most of these biased samples will not be chosen into the new sample set. This is exactly one of the important reasons that sample selection bias can be effectively reduced in our algorithm, which is also discussed in Figure 1 of Section 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 of Section 3.2. On the other hand, through Table 7 , we observe that the effect caused by false prediction is very significant. For example, when the sample size reaches 128, 10 out of 85 unlabeled examples are given the wrong class labels, and the accuracy drops to 0.62. Hence, to avoid using too many these mislabeled examples, we have proposed Eq. (3.5) in Algorithm 2. Actually, in Table 7 , although the sample size reaches 201, nearly twice as much as the former size(128), only 2 more mistakenly predicted examples are added comparing with the former ones, and the accuracy gains an improvement to 0.82. This is obviously the contribution of Eq. (3.5) and Lemma 3.2 to avoid using too much of the mislabeled samples. In addition, the contribution of Eq. (3.5) can also be reflected by the first three rows in Table 7 , where "#Wrong" is stable at around 4 even sample size is increasing. But with respect to the risk of false prediction, we propose the size of the corrected sample set should be roughly the same as the original sample size in practice.
Related Works
The problem of sample selection bias has received much attention in machine learning and data mining. In [14] and later [5] , they introduce categorizations to present the behavior of learning algorithms under sample selection bias. In [14] , an approach to correct "feature bias" by re-sampling is proposed. But the assumption is to know the probability of feature bias, in other words, P (s = 1|x) is assumed to be known in advance. Later, the approach in [6] is proposed as an improvement over [14] , in which, P (s = 1|x) is estimated from both labeled and unlabeled data under the assumption that "conditional probability is not changed by feature bias". In [4] , they discussed various effects of sample selection bias on inductive modeling and presented an approach based on model averaging and unlabeled data. Latter, Bickel and Scheffer [2] present a Dirichlet-enhanced process prior on top of several learning problems with related sample selection bias. Then in [1] , a discriminative learning method is proposed to solve different training and test distribution. They use a kernel logistic regression approach to resolve by shifting the problem as an integrated optimization problem. In essence, much of these previous work reduce sample selection bias by learning the proportion of P (x,y) Q(x,y) , varying from the models or the assumptions that are made. The difference of this paper with the previous work is that we discover the natural structure of the target distribution directly, by which all three types of sample selection bias can be effectively reduced. In other words, the proposed method is aimed to generate a uniformly distributed sample set, independent of any specific type of sample bias.
Conclusions
We propose a novel approach based on clustering to explore the intrinsic structure hidden inside of a dataset. Then, by sampling equal proportion of examples from each cluster, different types of sample selection biases can be evidently reduced. We discuss the strict criteria on how to use clustering to discover "similar" examples and group them into clusters. Specifically, these criteria are incorporated into two traditional clustering algorithms, Bisecting K-means and DB-SCAN. When unlabeled data need to be chosen to correct sample selection bias, a carefully designed sample selection strategy, orthogonal from clustering criteria, is proposed in order to choose only those examples whose "assigned labels" are most likely to be correct. There are two important advantages of the proposed algorithm. First, it is independent of any specific type of sample selection biases. This is where our approach differs from most of the previous works. Secondly, it is not built on top of any given inductive learning method but works directly on the dataset, thus, the corrected data can be used by a wide variety of inductive learning algorithms.
We simulate all three types of sample selection biases on 17 different classification problems in the experiment and choose four inductive learning algorithms. The results indicate that our proposed algorithm can significantly increase the accuracies of different classifiers (around 30% on average). Additional experiments are presented and discussed in Section 6, in order to demonstrate the advantage of those preference criteria adopted into the algorithm.
